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“ What It Takes To Be Extraordinary”
An expert on leadership, sales and employee engagement, Eric Saperston 
has spent a quarter of a century cold calling and taking the most successful 
people in the world out for a cup of coffee. In his keynotes, Eric shares the 
common traits, motivating factors, and guiding principles which enable 
everyday people to produce extraordinary results. 

Eric’s masterful storytelling and ability to make a moral stick has earned the 
standing ovation seal of approval from top industry and education leaders 
such as Harvard, Stanford, Kaiser Permanente, Nike, Gartner, Coca-Cola, 
Mondelez, SAP, Orangetheory Fitness, Walt Disney Studios and The Million 
Dollar Round Table, among others.  
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Journey From Great to Extraordinary  (purpose, authenticity, excellence)

An advanced keynote designed for organizations and individuals committed to the 
journey from great to extraordinary.

A culmination of 25 years spent studying the common traits, motivating factors, 
and guiding principles behind the world’s top  brands, organizations, and 
innovators. Eric explores what it takes to be extraordinary through the eyes of those 
who have pushed past the boundaries of possibility to achieve legendary 
success.  It’s an impactful journey of personal meaning and self-discovery 
designed for each audience member to leave closely aligned with the 
organization’s higher purpose, confident their contributions make a difference, and 
committed to the daily excellence required to be extraordinary.

: Keynote Titles
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Up the Language, Elevate the Story  (communication, storytelling, enrollment)

Top brands communicate like they are the writer, producer, and star of their own 
feature film. They are extremely intentional with each word chosen to describe 
their unique phenomenon. They enroll and engage their community using the 
highest possible narrative.

Is your language holding you back or propelling you forward? Are you in control 
of your narrative or leaving success up to chance? In this keynote, Eric shares 
simple lessons and fun games that high functioning individuals, organizations, 
and communities use to keep their language in the “ON” position, master the art 
of storytelling, and achieve extraordinary results. Discover how simple 
adjustments can change your trajectory and take your organization to new 
heights. After all, your organization is the hero in this story.
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: Keynote Titles
Get Up Excited & Go To Bed Fulfilled  (innovation, engagement, culture)

Learn from the best to be the best. Successful leaders and top organizations 
continuously adapt and push the boundaries of possibility. They cultivate a culture 
of tenacity and curiosity. They drive innovation with an engaged, empowered 
workforce. It is no wonder they are on top.

In this keynote, Eric distills 25 years’ worth of studying and interviewing the most 
extraordinary people on the planet into one salient, simple takeaway: wonder 
plays a powerful role in successful leadership, breakthrough innovation, and 
sustained excellence. In a world full of talkers, this keynote will spark a revolution 
of good question asking and insatiable curiosity across your organization that your 
customers, employees, and shareholders will recognize, appreciate, and reward.
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“Standing ovation! Eric blew us away!! It was clear to everyone
that he did his homework and weaved in poignant messages that were uniquely important for 
our community. The crowd loved him for it. If you get the chance to hire Eric Saperston to 

speak at your event, do it!  We did and he offered memorable take-a-ways, 
advanced language techniques and great leadership 
lessons that made a profound difference for our 
organization.” —Eugene Hall, Chief Executive Director, Gartner

“The Overwhelming Response from Nike employees has been unbelievably

positive. Your ability to dive deep and touch the soul of 
everyone in the room is a rare talent. The comments and feedback
reflect that folks left the theater with a new sense of optimism, pride and contributionism for a better 
world. Thank you for bringing your message to Nike and best wishes to you as you share your 

journey with audiences around the globe.”    —Les Badden, Nike
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Eric commits to a limited number of speaking engagements per year and only 
works with organizations that are, or have a strong desire to be, at the forefront 
of their industry.   

When you are ready for a keynote presentation of this caliber, please contact: 

The Speaker Agency
Artist Management

877.245.8692
info@thespeakeragency.com

: Invitation
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